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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:00Thank you so much for inviting me to talk with you in Professor Myers’ Interaction Techniques course.  This lecture is going to be a bit more about history—actually, my personal history— and a bit less about specific interaction techniques, but I will cover some that are unique to the Macintosh.  This will be a much broader look at personal computing and the people and inspirations that drove the field. I’m of course happy to answer questions along the way.I’ve been very lucky and have had an opportunity to work at places like the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, Apple, and now Intel.  The main theme of my life (so far, anyway) has turned out to be the development of personal computing.  Many people involved in the early days of the computing revolution were very passionate about solving the big problems faced by the world.  We were very idealistic and driven, and thought we could make a difference.Linus Torvalds wrote a few years ago that “Software is eating the world….More and more business and industries are being run on software and being delivered as online services…over the next 10 years I expect many more industries to be disrupted by software…”  It’s a great article, I recommend you all read it.Software plays an enormous role in shaping civilization.  It  is even more important with the environmental and social challenges we face today.  We have more people alive on the planet now than have existed in all of human history, and computing power that is growing vastly cheaper and more ubiquitous.  This is an inflection point for all of us to experience and influence.I hope this talk is entertaining and maybe will inspire you to help create the future of computing.



My Resumé in 8 lines

• 1974-1981/ Xerox PARC: System Science Lab, Learning Research Group
• 1977-1981/ Stanford MS applied mathematics
• 1981-1984/ Apple: Macintosh Team, Advanced Technology Group
• 1985-1994/ CMU CSD PhD (with a few years off here and there)
• 1995-2007/ Consulting: Financial systems, network analysis, …
• 2007-2009/ Powerset: Natural Language Search
• 2009-2012/ Microsoft: Bing
• 2012-present/ Intel: NDG (New Devices): Smart Device Innovation

• spoken natural language, context, learning, predicting, assisting
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My resume in 8 lines.



Motivation: Why am I talking about this?

Personal computing is the most powerful way to extend 
an individual’s human abilities; software is a pure 

expression of human’s modeling of the world

•

Great computer scientists who have made
huge contributions to the field were motivated to do so because 

they wanted to improve our future through technology

•

More intuitive and easier-to-use interaction 
techniques have been key to this revolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
0:40 (2:50)Personal computing—which is more and more about software than hardware—makes the world a better place through helping people know more, understand ideas more clearly, and make better choices.  It’s the most powerful way to extend an individual’s human abilities.Great computer scientists and entrepreneurs who have made huge contributions to the field were motivated to do so because they wanted to improve our future prospects through technology.I’ve been lucky to meet people in my career who inspired me, who mentored me, who gave me difficult tasks to accomplish, and who gave me ways to think about the possibilities of computer technology to help make the world a better place.



Standing on the shoulders of giants

“Where Newton said he saw further by
standing on the shoulders of giants,

computer scientists all too often stand on each others’ toes.”

— Alan Kay, “The Early History of Smalltalk”

•

Ivan Sutherland (Sketchpad)
Kristen Nygaard (Simula)

Doug Engelbart (NLS/Augment)
Alan Kay (Smalltalk and the Dynabook)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:30 (6:00)Alan is one of the most quotable people I know.  (Read quote)He always made sure that we all learned about powerful ideas and their origins.  I remember him talking about Ivan Sutherland, who created Sketchpad as a graduate student; Doug Engelbart, who created the groundbreaking NLS system and whose “Mother Of All Demos” is a must-see on Youtube; and Kristen Nygaard, who, with Ole-Johan Dahl, developed Simula, the first object-oriented programming language.  If you read some of Alan’s writings you’ll understand how Ivan, Doug, and Kristen greatly influenced Alan’s thinking, giving him big ideas to build on for his Smalltalk and Dynabook vision.People like Ivan, Kristen, Doug, Alan, and the others saw the computer as a technology of historic cultural significance.  Just as the printing press and the book expanded and democratized knowledge, they expected computing to expand and enhance people’s abilities to think critically and work with powerful ideas.I’ll touch briefly on Ivan, Kristen, and Doug.



Ivan Sutherland

• First Interactive Graphics with Windowing
• First Object-Oriented system with instances
• First Constraint-based programming
• First non-procedural programming system
• First CAD system

“I didn’t know it was hard”

Presenter
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0:30 (6:30)Ivan Sutherland created the Sketchpad system in the early 60’s as his PhD thesis. It was the first interactive graphic system with windows, first object oriented system with instances of a class of objects, first constraint-based programming system, first non-procedural programming system, and first CAD system. I’m sure that you’ve seen this already but it never hurts to see it again.  When was the last time you saw a system with this kind of expressibility and power?Here’s a short clip of Sketchpad being narrated by Alan Kay.



Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad, 1962

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:30 (8:00)He did this all in one year.  I love that! “I didn’t know it was hard.”Ivan showed what is really possible in personal computing. Alan took away much more from this as well: the concepts of class and instance, object orientation, and constraints have all influenced subsequent systems.  But the lightbulb would fully come on when Alan learns about Simula.



Kristen Nygaard

• Simula: first Object-Oriented Language
• “Scandinavian School” of system development
• Inspiration for the Dynabook’s simulation 

capabilities

• Simula’s breakthroughs include the concepts of:
• Class, subclass, object
• Virtual methods
• Active objects (processes)
• Simulating concurrent processes
• System Frameworks
• Automatic memory management/GC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:00 (9:00)Kristen Nygaard and Ole-Johan Dahl were the designers of the Simula programming language, which was the first object-oriented language ever developed. I would say that without the revolutionary advance that object-oriented programming gave us, we would have had a much harder time prototyping and building the interactive user interfaces that we have today.  The ability to create extensible abstractions of real-world objects was just not there before OOP.



Simula’s Purpose

Object Oriented Programming was developed to make it 
possible to conceptualize the complex real world; to model 
processes and simulate new systems.

Nygaard’s life focus was people and how to use computation 
to improve people’s lives. He started the Scandinavian 
School of System Development which led to the field of 
participatory design to understand more fully the social impacts 
of computing and how to evolve systems with users closely in 
the loop.

Users are part of the complex system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kristen was focused on making computing useful for people, and for simulation of the real world.  He also founded the “Scandinavian School” of system development which comes from the Scandinavian tradition for workplace democracy. The Scandinavian School shows that systems should be designed in dialogue with the users of the system to get the most effective result.When Alan was a graduate student in the 60’s, one day he found a pile of tapes and a note on his desk saying “This is the Algol for the 1108. It doesn’t work. Please make it work.”It turned out that it wasn’t Algol at all, but Simula.  Alan discovered that Simula was a procedural programming language for controlling Sketchpad-like objects, and, connecting the dots, gave him key insights needed for his vision.  I’ll touch more on this later.



Douglas Engelbart

“Boosting mankind’s capability for coping with complex, urgent problems…”

• Mouse and Cursor
• Hyperlinking
• Outlining
• Networking
• Collaborative 

Computing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:00 (10:00)And, last but not least, Doug Engelbart.  In a single demo (called “The Mother Of All Demos”) in 1968, Doug demonstrated the mouse and cursor; hyperlinking; outlining; networking of computers; and collaborative computing.  His NLS system was decades ahead of its time.



Doug’s Philosophy: Bootstrapping the 
Human Race through Computing

1. he would focus his career on making the world a better place
2. any serious effort to make the world better requires some 

kind of organized effort
3. harnessing the collective human intellect of all the people 

contributing to effective solutions was the key
4. if you could dramatically improve how we do that, you'd be 

boosting every effort on the planet to solve important 
problems — the sooner the better

5. computers could be the vehicle for dramatically improving this 
capability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doug’s enduring passion was to use computing to augment the human intellect.  He wanted to facilitate a process he called Coevolution of our technology (tool systems) and our culture (human systems).  He said, “How can we increase the capability of people to deal with complex global problems?  That’s been my pursuit all these years.”With these powerful ideas from Ivan, Kristen and Doug, Alan and his team began the design of the Dynabook and the Smalltalk programming language and environment.So, here is where I come into the picture, just barely a teenager.
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0:40 (3:30)As a young kid in the 1970’s growing up in Silicon Valley, I was in the perfect place at the perfect time to be part of this revolution.When I was 13 I started working at Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center, which was an easy walk from my house in Palo Alto.  (I had applied when I was 10 for a job at HP, but they wouldn’t hire me.  Xerox had no problem with child labor)  Ted Kaehler, one of Alan’s scientists, came to Gunn High School and asked the math teachers if there were any kids available to help with some software projects. My teacher immediately suggested me, and I and a few friends started spending all our free time at PARC, working in Alan Kay’s “Learning Research Group.”  



Alan Kay

“The best way to predict the future is to invent it.”

• The DynaBook vision: what personal computing could be
• Smalltalk: OOP, overlapping windows, class library
• Mouse and menus, modeless editing
• dynamic and interactive programming environment

Presenter
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1:00 (4:30)Alan’s vision was the Dynabook, which he called the “Personal Dynamic Media”.  It wasn’t a passive device like an iPad for browsing the web or running game apps, but a system that enabled children to learn powerful ideas by constructing simulations of the world using proper mathematical foundations.  This was a radical view: computers at that time were mainframes or minicomputers, used strictly for scientific and business tasks.  Who would think of making a portable, lightweight computer for children?



Alan’s Vision

• Education is the primary goal
• Standards: fluency in powerful ideas
• How to teach and learn them
• with the aid of computer media and 

simulation

Enabling the Next Generation through
Powerful Software Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alan’s vision to enable the next generation was a bold one.There were two problems to solve: first, how to build a computer small and light enough (1kg) for children to use all day, and second, how to build a software system dynamic and powerful enough for the Dynabook vision to be realized?  The PARC team set about to design the hardware (which became Alto) and the software (which was Smalltalk).Being in LRG was an incredible experience. Alan and his team gave us real jobs to do, expecting that we would grow to handle them.  We were respected as true members of the team.  I’m sure this wasn’t always justified but it made a giant impact on us.  



My first computer:
the Alto with Smalltalk (1972)

Presenter
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1:00 (11:00)This was my first computer, the Alto.  It was also called the Interim Dynabook because it was the first in a line intended to get to the small, portable device.The Alto with Smalltalk was absolutely magic to a teenager interested in computers.   It had a full bitmapped display, a mouse, a keyboard and 5-finger keypad, and a gigantic 3MB disk pack.  As one of the “Smalltalk kids” I had access to everything, and Alan and his team gave us as much work as we could handle.  By the time I was 15 I had my own office, an Alto, and 20 disks in a rack on the floor.It’s been downhill ever since:  now at Intel I have a laptop and sit at a “mobile workstation” :-)There were  a lot of interesting projects at PARC and Alan and his team trusted the kids to do real work.  The Dorado was a big, expensive, ECL computer that was the successor to the Alto.  It had a different architecture and micro-instruction set, and so to get Smalltalk to run on it, we needed to write a new virtual machine.  I volunteered for that (or maybe I was volunteered?) and, with some help, wrote the first Smalltalk VM for the Dorado.



My first “laptop”:
the NoteTaker (1978)

- 2x Intel 8086 @1Mhz
- Emulation Processor
- I/O Processor

- 128KB RAM
- floppy disk
- touchscreen
- mouse and keyboard
- stereo audio
- Smalltalk-78
- 22kg
- $big :-)
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1:30 (12:30)This is my first laptop, Doug Fairbairn’s NoteTaker.  This was a portable Smalltalk computer—remember, we were trying to (slowly) create a Dynabook and we were always pushing the technology.  It had two 8086 processors—though much less powerful than the Dorado and even the Alto, we were able to get Smalltalk to run acceptably on it.  I wrote a lot of the operating system code and made all the NoteTaker hardware work for demos.  It was amazing to carry around a real computer that ran Smalltalk and that you could do serious programming on.  Realize that the Apple II had just come out in 1977, so the capabilities of these two computers couldn’t be more different.Look at the specs of this computer compared to what we have today. … but look at the weight and cost.At one point I sent email out to everyone at PARC (remember, this was the late 70’s—nobody had email outside of a few small research labs) asking if anyone spoke Norwegian, since I had decided to learn the language.  It turned out that Trygve Reenskaug, from the University of Oslo, would be joining the group for his sabbatical.   We worked together for a year, and later I would spend six months in Norway implementing a version of the NoteTaker system on the Norwegian Mycron-2000, which Trygve and others ended up using for many years afterwards.——Then in 1979, Xerox purchased a large block of shares of Apple Computer.  As part of the deal, Steve Jobs was allowed to come see what we had been up to.



Early Smalltalk (1979)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what Smalltalk looked like, 36 years ago, when Steve saw it for the first time.Showing this to Apple was very controversial and many of the LRG scientists were strongly against showing Steve what they had created, but they were ordered to by Xerox management.  They used the Dorado, the machine that was running my Smalltalk virtual machine, for the demo.Larry Tesler said that “Jobs was pacing around the room…he was very excited, then, when he began seeing the things i could do onscreen, he watched for about a minute and started jumping around the room, shouting, ‘Why aren’t you doing anything with this? This is the greatest thing!  This is revolutionary!’”



Steve Jobs visits PARC

“They just grabbed defeat from the 
greatest victory in the computer 

industry…If Xerox had known what 
it had and had taken advantage of 
its real opportunities, it could have 
been as big as IBM plus Microsoft 

plus Xerox combined—and the 
largest high-tech company in the 

world.”
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1:00 (13:30)The visit made a huge impact on Steve, who much later said: (read the text)



Steve’s Passion:
Bring Computing to Everyone

• Steve wanted to bring the magic of personal 
computing to everyone

• He was a tremendous advocate for the creative class 
and wanted to provide powerful computing  tools for 
them

• He never followed anyone else, but blazed his own 
trail while “borrowing with pride” the best ideas: “Good 
artists copy, great artists steal.”

Presenter
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Steve had a passion for personal computing.,,At Xerox we were frustrated, believing management would never make anything of the technology that we created at PARC, but we saw that Steve really got it, and that Apple was the place where we could actually deliver this to the world.A handful of us ended up going to Apple, and as one writer said, “stealing the fire of the gods and giving it to the people.”
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0:30 (14:00)So, I joined Apple in 1981 to work in the Mac team, which at the time was fewer than ten people.  This is the second building we worked in (the first was a tiny office behind a Texaco gas station, we called it Texaco Towers).  We were there day and night.  The guards got to know us.  Some of us slept under our desks.
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0:30 (14:30)Steve was passionate about shipping this technology.  We had sweatshirts made that said “90 hours a week and loving it!”  We erected a pirate flag on our building because Steve considered us pirates, stealing all the good ideas for the Mac.And we were like family.  The Mac team worked seven days a week and had lunch and dinner together every day.  It was a true mission and we were committed; we had all been influenced by Steve’s famous “Reality Distortion Field” where everything he said we could do, no matter how outrageous, somehow seemed possible.
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0:30 (15:00)This is most of the young Mac software team (I didn’t have much hair then either!).  Think of what the young Facebook engineers could accomplish if they were working on a new Dynabook vision!
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0:30 (15:30)Of course, Steve was obsessed with making the best possible product.  He even decided that he wanted to build Macs in the US, using Macs to run the assembly line.  Here is the factory in Fremont, just across the bay from Apple.  The boxes were designed to be friendly and the “Out of Box Experience”, now common design practice, was an important aspect of the Mac.
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0:15 (15:45)Steve was a constant presence during the development of the Mac.  He would roam around and talk with everyone, try out releases of the software, and constantly give us direction.  The Mac was his baby and he wanted to make sure it had the right parenting :-)
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0:15 (16:00)This is one of my favorite pictures, here Steve is saying “Who knows when we’ll ship!”  You can see the January timeline in the back with dates for the final system disk and the manual.
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0:15 (16:15)Steve believed we were artists and that artists signed their work.  He had all of us sign a big piece of paper and our signatures were etched into the back of the Mac plastic.Just before the Mac was released, Steve called us out to the parking lot.  A big truck had pulled alongside the building, and inside the truck were 100 brand new Macs, each one with our name on it.  I still have this machine to this day, and it still runs perfectly.——Finally, we were ready to ship the Mac.  We wanted to make a statement: we are not Big Brother, we are not IBM.   Steve wanted the world to know that the Mac was the result of a mission to bring the power of computing to the individual.   The “1984” ad was only shown once during the Super Bowl.This advertisement is remarkable in a number of ways.  It was in black and white.  It assumes viewers would know about George Orwell’s dystopian novel 1984, and it did not show the computer at all.  



The Famous “1984” Macintosh Ad

Presenter
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1:12 clip(show movie)This is somewhat ironic in that in recent times have used computer technology to do big-brother like things.  Computing is a powerful technology, a two-edged sword.  We need to refocus on the user.



The Macintosh
(1984)

- Motorola 68000@8Mhz
- 128KB RAM
- 64KB ROM w/Toolbox
- 384x256 pixels
- 400KB Sony Floppy Disk
- MacOS w/Finder
- MacPaint, MacWrite
- 7.5kg
- $2495

Presenter
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The Mac came out in January of 1984.  I was 24 years old and most of the rest of the Mac team was under 30.  We had spent over 3 years of our lives on this project, and were ecstatic to see it out in the world.  And we were tired!



The Lisa and the Macintosh
Innovations

• Menubar at top (Fitts’ Law)

• Object-Verb behavior

• ellipses to indicate ops where dialog will follow

• command key shortcuts (configurable)

• Disabling menu items if not possible w/selection

• Overlapping windows with optimal update

• Alerts and Dialogs

• Consistent iconology, layout, and defaults for alerts, 
warnings, etc.

• buttons, checkboxes, radio buttons, pop-ups, sliders

• file lists, text entry, …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mac was unlike anything people had seen before (other than the Lisa, which was not a market success at $10K).  The competition was the IBM PC, which looked nothing like the Mac.  Apple ads showed the stack of manuals you needed to have to learn how to use the PC, next to the very slim Mac manual.  It was meant to be easy to use.  But, remember, we still had to teach new users all of these concepts, including how to move the mouse, click, double-click.  How to use menus.  What selection was (icons, text, etc.)  We had a “Guided Tour” training disk to teach all the basic skills.  You can see these on YouTube. 
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Presentation Notes
Here is what the Mac looked like in the early days—this is prerelease.Desk accessories (precursor to full-blown apps multitasking)menus, dialogs, disabled items.






The Finder

• Direct manipulation desktop, similar to Lisa Filer 
which was (more or less) co-developed

• Multiple views (icon, small icon, list)

• Free form spatial organization

• click-to-select, double-click to open; extend & toggle

• drag-and-drop filing and copying

• move (same media) vs. copy (different media)

• window, icon layouts saved and restored

• Direct editing of filenames, no suffix required

• Type/Creator binding of documents to applications

• …and the Trash Can

Presenter
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Steve Capps and I wrote the Finder.  It was about 46K bytes, almost all assembly code.  This compared to about 360K bytes for the Lisa Filer.  We had to make everything as small and fast as possible.We had a lot of nice features in the Finder.



So…how did we get here,
and what’s next?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s been a long road since 1984. Things have changed a bit but we are still working with the Desktop metaphor primarily.  Some things have moved backwards - iPads and iPhones don’t have the concept of documents, just apps.  Each app owns its documents and manages them itself.  Moving documents, changing names, organization is just not part of the new UX.  But there are so many more things that we are doing with computers that maybe the original need - home and office information organization - is less.But let’s take a quick look at three of the major types of user interfaces we’ve seen in personal computing.



Evolution of User Interfaces:
The Command Line

• Hierarchical, navigation through typing commands/subcommands

• command-line switches provide additional input

• Context is where you are in the command tree

• Typing at that point is interpreted in context

• User must have the command-tree memorized to be an expert user



Evolution of User Interfaces:
The Graphical UI

• Hierarchical through spatial organization and mouse location

• Context is Application, Window, Pane, Subpane, widget (e.g. focus)

• Clicking, typing is interpreted in that context

• Context is visible (and visual)

• Context switch is trivial—a single click or gesture



Evolution of User Interfaces:
Multimodal UI, Intelligent Agents

• Non-hierarchical, each event interpreted “in-context”

• Sequential and simultaneous events determine the meaning of the 
user’s expression

• Graphical interfaces, haptics, augmented reality, sensors…

• Intelligent systems can model the user’s task and provide assistance

• Spoken language is a highly-contextual system

• anaphora, reference resolution, metaphor, simile, discourse

• Extremely low-bandwidth referring to a dense information space

• Mixed-initiative dialogue begins to blur the interface; is there an 
agent on the other side?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are starting to see multimodal UI’s; features like Siri and Google Now that combine spoken language and some question/answering functionality; and augmented reality with gestures.…At Intel, we just showed our entry into the new world of multimodal interfaces: the Oakley Radar Pace.



Oakley Radar Pace glasses:
an intelligent cycling/running coach

Presenter
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…Personal computing has come a long way.  It’s an integral part of peoples’ lives.  There is an enormous opportunity ahead if we choose to take it.



Making the World a Better Place
Through Computing

Ivan, Doug, Kristin, Alan, and Steve shaped my 
thinking and career.

Using personal computing to give individuals the 
power to create, to educate, to learn, to entertain, and 
to communicate, has been my passion all these years.

•

How best to create the future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve made a detour since the Internet came into being.  Commercialization of software and services, commoditization of the graphical user interface, the development of mobile computing and the focus on using the internet to deliver advertising and as an entertainment, sales and marketing conduit, has been the industry’s focus for over twenty years.  The concept of personal computing to amplify our capabilities through powerful software tools accessible to everyone seems to have dimmed.  Where should we go now?



Think Different

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1:01===Here’s to the crazy ones.  The misfits.  The rebels.  The troublemakers.  The round pegs in the square holes.  The ones who see things differently.  They’re not fond of rules, and they have no respect for the status quo.  You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them.  About the only thing you can’t do is ignore them.  Because they change things.  They push the human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius.  Because the people who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the ones that do.===Martin Luther KingGhandiAmelia EarheartPicasso“They push the human race forward.”  - that’s quite a statement by a computer company.  Can you imagine Dell or HP airing such an ad?






The True Personal Computing Revolution

“…will happen when all people, especially children, become 
fluent with the deeper powers of expression that only 
the computer makes possible, and when these powers of 
expression bring forth a new way to discuss, think, and 
argue about important ideas.”

- Alan Kay’s 2003 Keynote, O’Reilly Emerging Technology Conference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I still believe in Alan’s vision of providing powerful tools to empower people.



Intel

“Our mission in this decade is to touch and enrich
the lives of every person on the planet

through our technology.”

“Under the old model, we spoke to the brain.
Under the new model, we also speak to the heart.

What does the consumer want?  What is the experience
we want to deliver?  How can we help people live better 

and love their lives? …”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s been many years, many startups, many projects since Apple. And now I’m at Intel.I joined Intel because I was impressed by the people I would be working with, and by our new mission: “to touch and enrich the lives of every person on the planet through our technology.”Intel makes real physical things—the computational infrastructure of the planet is largely thanks to Intel.  A new book, “The Intel Trinity” calls Intel the most important company on the planet, as the guardians and drivers of Moore’s Law.I’ve been in software all my life, so it seems odd that I’d be at a hardware company.  But Intel is in the process of changing to a systems company—hardware and software—and for me this is coming full-circle, back to building complete systems like the Dynabook.  Maybe at Intel we will be able to realize it, more than 40 years later.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll end with showing you a part of a 100-year timeline that was designed for the 40th Anniversary Celebration of Doug Engelbart’s “Mother of All Demos.” in 2008.  You can find this on the net; it’s a lot of fun to read through.  This is the center of the mural, featuring Doug’s mission of Raising the Collective IQ and increasing people’s capability to deal with complex global problems.I hope you were entertained and inspired by this brief talk.  I encourage you all to read a bit about the origins of personal computing and to incorporate some of the shared mission into your own work and lives.Thanks for listening!





A New Vision for Software

“We’re driving faster and faster into the future, trying to steer by using 
only the rear-view mirror.” — Marshall McLuhan

“If everybody is thinking alike, then somebody isn’t thinking.” — George S. 
Patton

“Where Newton said he saw further by standing on the shoulders of 
giants, computer scientists all too often stand on each other’s toes.” —
Alan Kay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need a new vision for software.  This is one of the most powerful tools we have to influence the future.I love these quotes.Shouldn’t we think about the kind of future that we want to build?  Our choices in deploying and using software technology will have profound impacts on what life will be like for us.



The Mac is Introduced (1984)



Engelbart’s Mission

“Consider a community's Collective IQ to represent its capability for dealing 
with complex, urgent problems – i.e., to understand them adequately, to 
unearth the best candidate solutions, to assess resources and operational 
capabilities and select appropriate solution commitments, to be effective in 
organizing and executing the selected approach, to monitor the progress and 
be able to adjust rapidly and appropriately to unforeseen complications, etc.”



Some quotes from the Mac Team

"The urgency, ambition, passion for excellence, 
artistic pride, and irreverent humor of the 
original Macintosh team infused the product and 
energized a generation of developers and 
customers with the Macintosh spirit, which 
continues to inspire more than 20 years later" -
Andy Herzfeld (Revolution in the Valley, 2004).

When asked about the 90-hour work weeks: “It 
wasn’t working.  We were making art” - Bill 
Atkinson

“Everyone looks at Apple and says, ‘what would 
Apple do?’, and everyone is copying Apple.  So 
something that Steve did, and all the people who 
he hired, gave Apple a particular way of thinking 
and a particular passion for the user of the 
product that is still here today.” - me :-)

“Dear Mac: today, you are celebrating your 
30th birthday… Never forget that your parents 
wanted you to always be respectful of the 
individuality of your users.  And we hope that 
you will continue to help them communicate their 
uniqueness to each other.

You can’t let vanity and compliments about your 
beauty stop you from always remembering your 
core purpose: fostering innovation and 
creativity…” - Jerry Manock, Caroline Rose, 
and Patti Kenyon at the 30th Anniversary of the 
Mac

“You have to start with the customer experience 
and work backward to the technology.” - Steve 
Jobs



Here’s to the crazy ones

Here’s to the crazy ones

Here’s to the crazy ones.  The misfits.  The rebels.  The troublemakers.  
The round pegs in the square holes.  The ones who see things differently.  

They’re not fond of rules, and they have no respect for the status quo.  You 
can quote them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them.  About the only 
thing you can’t do is ignore them.  Because they change things.  They push 
the human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, 
we see genius.  Because the people who are crazy enough to think they can 

change the world, are the ones that do.”



Sugar Water

“Do you want to sell sugar 
water for the rest of your 

life, or do you want to come 
with me and change the 

world?”

— Steve Jobs, convincing John 
Scully to leave Pepsi and join 

Apple Computer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
0:30 (1:30)Steve Jobs, one of the most passionate and driven people I’ve ever worked for, recruited John Scully to Apple with this. (read quote)   It’s hard to argue with such a statement!  How can anyone suggest that marketing soda is a better choice than bringing real personal computing to the masses?But we make similar choices every day in our careers.



Digital Sugar Water

Do you want to work on these kinds of things for 
the rest of your life,

or do you want to make the world a better place?

flappy bird social apps advertising

ad-centric search televisionmarketing

“walled gardens” “siren servers”

“Who Owns the Future?” (book by Jaron Lanier)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
0:40 (2:10)We spend a lot of time working on projects that are the equivalent of digital sugar water.  Reasonable people may disagree about these but I think the essence is clear.  But is this the best use of our talents?  Shouldn’t we be thinking of the big problems that we as a society need to solve?  If we want to invent the best possible future using computing, we need to make clear choices.I highly recommend Jaron Lanier’s book, “Who Owns the Future?”.  It will help you understand that there are other options for our connected internet future than the one we have now, which is centered around large corporations controlling the world’s data.



Takeaways

• Have a mission greater than yourself
• Be aware of opportunities and trends
• Stand on the shoulders of giants,

and follow them to the next big thing
• Take on big challenges.

even if you don’t think you can handle them
• Be passionate and committed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(read bullets)
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